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Design Innovations 
& 

Fabrication Challenges 

The Memorial Bridge 

by Jerry Zoller, P.E. 
NHDOT Bridge Design 

for  

 Mid-Atlantic States 
QA Workshop 
Atlantic City, NJ 
February 5, 2014 

US Route 1 over Piscataqua River – Portsmouth, NH to Kittery, Maine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My general-interest presentation is “The Replacement of the Memorial Bridge” about a steel bridge, but it is also about people who contributed to it and are connected by it.My name is Jerry Zoller – NHDOT Bridge Design for 39 years / It has been a highlight to work on this project over the past two years. I work with structural steel issues, incl. design details, fabrication issues, QA inspection, & coatings. The story I present today is from my limited perspective and my small role in the project. Let’s look at design innovations & fabrication challenges
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Honoring sailors & soldiers who fought for liberty 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lest we forget, this bridge is a memorial – reminding us to honor the sailors and soldiers who fought in World War I in the defense of liberty 
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Memorial Bridge - US Route 1 over Piscataqua River 
              Portsmouth, NH     to     Kittery, Maine 

Memorial Bridge 

Badger Island Kittery ME 

Portsmouth, NH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today there are three bridge crossings (I-95 and the Sarah Long bridge)The first bridge is the Memorial Bridge which carries US Route 1 from NH to Badger Island in Kittery Maine  Let’s turn back the clock….  
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    Ship-building on Badger Island since 1690  
             

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The swift flowing Piscataqua River separates Maine’s oldest town,  Kittery  from Portsmouth, New Hampshire’s only seaportThis painting is looking from Badger Island, which has a long tradition of ship building since 1690 A location ideal for launching ships with a sharp drop off into a deep channel –reference1690  (first British warship was built for His Majesty’s Navy)
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Captain John Paul Jones &  
             Ranger in 1777 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the Revolution the Raleigh , depicted in the NH state seal and flag, was built here Capt. John Paul Jones supervised and commanded the construction of Ranger  in 1777 as shown in this paintingthe Portsmouth Naval Ship Yard (PNSY) was established in 1800 It was a strategic and ideal location for the Navy –an abundant supply of timber nearby / and the river has a swift tidal current that keeps ice from forming and the channel open to the Atlantic Ocean all year roundA century later the Navy yard began constructing submarines during World War I and grew to employ 25,000 workers at its peak in WW II (built 70 submarines)
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 The iconic 1923 
 Memorial Bridge 

 The 1st vertical lift bridge on East coast  

                Patented 1910 - prototype for many bridges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This location is important and strategic Building Memorial Bridge here in 1922-23 was a very BIG deal:At the time the country was transitioning from railroads to cars, and Route 1 was being built; it was the first lift bridge on the East Coast / second in the US / had the longest lift span in the world It was truly a “signature bridge”; patented in 1910, and a prototype for many lift bridges to follow. 
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 North span float-in July 8, 1922 
 A celebrated event making world headlines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The float-in of its spans in 1922 and its opening in 1923 made headlines around the world. It was a celebrated event / with thousands lining the shore to watch. Original Bridge time-frameFloat In North span	July 8, 1922Float In South span	Aug 12, 1922Float In Lift span	Dec 20, 1922Bridge opening	Aug 17, 1923
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         Designed by J. A. L. Waddell 
                         “Father of vertical lift bridges” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is hard to overstate the significance of the designer, John Alexander Low Waddell.He wrote the book on lift bridges.  You might say he was the “Father of Vertical Lift Bridges”.  He designed the first high lift bridge in 1893 in ChicagoOver his career he designed over 100 lift bridges & 1,000 total bridges of various types Not only in the US but in, Canada, Mexico, Russia, China, Japan, and New ZealandHe was a pre-eminent bridge designer known around the worldHe helped found design firms that are still around today: HNTB  / Hardesty & Hanover / Harrington & Cortelyou
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Photo: Jerry Zoller 7/6/07 

Memorial Bridge is personal to many people 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Memorial Bridge was and is the only river crossing available for pedestrians and cyclists- And is very personal to many people – steps away from downtown and Prescott Park, you can walk onto it, stroll, watch river traffic, and celebrate tall ship parades up close.even after it is gone it continues to have devoted fans 
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 Inevitable closure - July 27, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The long-dreaded but expected day of closure finally came on July 27, 2011, From that moment, time became critical to replace it as soon as possible To replace this vital link for the 12,000 vehicles and 1,500 pedestrians & cyclists a day who could no longer cross it and many businesses and communities affected by its closure
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Design- Build Team: 

 

 

 

Agencies: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NH (the lead agency) and Maine developed a Design-Build contract (NHDOT’s first large D-B)the D-B winning team was HNTB Corp, as Bridge Designer and Archer-Western Contractors (the North East Division of Walsh)They won the bid based upon their innovative design, and aggressive delivery date of 19 months (four months earlier than next bid)The contract included a $25,000 per day incentive/disincentive clausethe $90 million dollar project is the largest bridge contract for NHDOT
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 Ted Zoli, HNTB bridge designer 
with Waddell spirit of innovation & excellence 

Leonard Zakim Bridge, Boston 

Lake Champlain Bridge, NY-VT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today's designer from HNTB, Ted Zoli, is celebrated in his own right, for a number of signature bridges, including in New England:Most notably, Boston's Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge, and the Lake Champlain Bridge. Ted very much felt an obligation, that if he were to replace a Waddell bridge … … that he had to live up to the Waddell spirit of innovation and excellence in design and …consider the sensitivity of the bridge in the context of its setting and history.
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The new must have similar silhouette as original 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The contract required that the new Memorial Bridge have a similar silhouette as the original in type and sizeIt is 900-ft long, a three spans, each 300 ft, a vertical lift bridge, Two towers / provides 150-ft. vertical navigational clearance / 264’ clear channel width (10 ft less than original)Carries two lanes of traffic / sidewalk each sideAlso, the new bridge has two 5-ft bike lanes and pedestrian overlooks 
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Assembly sequence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The construction assembly sequence would be essentially the same as the original 1922 bridge: ANIMATION float in fixed spans /erect towers in place / float in lift span
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The new look … simpler, uniform, streamlined  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new bridge is visually similar but simpler, more uniform, streamlinedreflecting the realities of design today - new sensibilities, more emphasis on bridge safety / longevity / durability / savings in fabrication & laborAnd less emphasis on saving material weight
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Reuse existing piers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The same span lengths allow reuse of the piersThe granite facing was in excellent condition and the piers can be used as a shellThe design required drilling a dozen or more 500-ton capacity battered micro-piles through the existing pierThus avoiding environmental restrictions that limited in-river work to only the cold winter months (Nov-April)
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       Lift-Bridge Terminology  
(span-drive:  motors, drums on lift span) 

CW cables 

Counterweight 
(CW) 

(lift span & CW are balanced 
within 1/2%) 

sheaves 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's pause for a moment and define a few bridge terms:  This is a span-drive bridge / meaning the machinery is located on the lift span and goes up and down  Counterweight and cables support the 2.5 million pound lift span  sheaves (pulleys) on top of the towers Lift span & counterweight are balanced - span-heavy within 1/2% It’s like a sash window in my older house / window & weights are balanced / can lift and lower with one finger 
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 combined control/machinery house 

operating drums 

operating  
cables 

(moves lift span up & down) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bridge version of my finger on the window is a second and separate set of drums and cables to operate the lift span up and down by overcoming the difference in balance weights, friction, etc.Since the load demand is much less, the operating cables are smaller in diameter and fewer in number than the CW cables.In the old bridge the bridge operators and the machinery are housed in the same room at midspan. 
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Mechanical Innovations  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at a few mechanical innovations 
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Mechanical Innovation #1: 

 Remove control house & shorten truss height 

11 ft 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first Mechanical Innovation - Relocate the operator’s control house and reduce the height of the truss by 11 feet [from 35 ft to 24 ft] The tower height may also be reduced a similar amountReference:Actual tower height (CL sheave) reduced from 207.15 (orig’l) to 190.0 (new) by 17.15 feet
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Move control house to flanking span 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Move the control house to the south fixed flanking span Now the operators don't go up and down with the bridge Which is much better for safety and access / operators won't get stuck up in the air if there’s a malfunction,  And can see when boats are passing throughNote the new pedestrian overlooks
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Primary Auxiliary 

   Mechanical Innovation #2: 
  Stow machinery below deck 
                     at both ends 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A second innovation is to separate the mechanical room from the operator's room And hide them out of sight (i.e. stowed below decks) on the lift span / and still ride up and down with the span The Portsmouth end is the primary drive, and the Kittery end is the auxiliary drive, with an additional backup (actually three total)
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           Machinery room contains  
                              mechanical & electrical 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The enclosed rooms house mechanical and electrical componentsAnd additionally protected by the deck overhead
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Full-length  
cross shaft 

Connect machinery rooms with cross shaft  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
two rooms need connecting with a full-length cross shaft to ensure speed and skew control during liftsThe shaft is easily accessible with its exterior location and platform for installation, maintenance (e.g. grease bearings), and inspection[Heads up for video clip with noise]
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demonstration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video clip of cross shaft looking north to Maine
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Lift span 
Operating drum 

Operating cables- 
up (2) down (2) 

Counterweight cables (16) 

Lifting point 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
note the machinery room area /  operating drum / 16 counterweight cables / operating cables (2 up-haul and 2 down-haul)
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The span is lifted from the 
bottom, shorten towers. 

Lift span 

Counterweight 
cables (16) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another feature is that lift span is lifted at the bottom of the truss rather than the top, thus allowing for a shorter tower - the towers are a total of 17 feet shorter than the original bridge with the same vertical clearance Here is the detail for the counterweight cable connection – accessible from the deck for inspection and maintenance 
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 Operating cables play out from the same drum:   

                  up-haul (green) & down-haul (red) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The operating cables are shown here.  Both the up-haul and down-haul cables (shown in green and red) play out from the same drum – For this reason the cable grooves are machined in a spiral pattern rather than straight to allow for this interactionNote, too, the counterweight balance chain on the same side as the CW – [explain next slide]
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            Balance chain is  
                    a ship anchor chain - adds nautical touch 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The balance chain is a necessary feature and also adds a nautical touch to the bridge / it reminds some of a medieval castle draw bridge chainExplanation:The weight on one side of the tower is the lift span and cables.On the other; the counterweight and chain.As the bridge goes up, the cable weight of the cables is added to the CW side At the same time while the CW comes down, some of the chain weight is subtracted by transferring to the towers Thus keeping both sides balancedAnd reduces demand and wear on the motors, gears, and machinery.
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Mechanical Innovation #3 
  “bicycle wheel” sheave design  
        more spokes, lighter  
                better load distribution 
             original 

new 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anther innovation - The sheave is designed like a bicycle wheel with more spokes and a better distribution of loadsResulting in overall less weight
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Structural Innovations  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at Structural innovations -
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The most troublesome truss feature 
 

Structural Innovation #1 - 

Ted Zoli wanted to address 

     gusset plate connections  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Ted Zoli’s number one priority was to address gusset plate connections Definition: Gusset plates sandwich intersecting members at a panel pointGusset plates are the most troublesome truss feature.  Because of their inaccessible location / they collect debris / are subject to corrosion / difficult to inspect / and remove and replace under load.
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Gusset plates involved in 
  collapse of Minnesota I-35W  
     bridge August 1, 2007.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failure of gusset plates was the key factor in the collapse of the Minnesota I-35W bridge of Aug 1, 2007 (due to undersize)Ted Zoli was highly motivated to move away from a condition  where an entire bridge could collapse due to the failure of a minor component under unusual loading conditions
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     On Memorial Bridge deterioration 

          forced repairs, down-postings, permanent closure  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Memorial Bridge, gusset plate deterioration was a problem forcing repairs closures,   (in 2004, 2009, 2010)down posting   ( legal to 10 tons in 2009 and 3 tons in 2010), And eventual permanent closure in 2011.
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    Structural Innovation #1 – No gusset plates  
           Blend intersecting members into one piece  
                    with curved flanges (“knuckles”) 
. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural innovation #1- Ted’s idea:  Use curved flange plates to blend intersecting members together into one piece … (what I call “knuckles”) and eliminate gusset plates entirely!
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     This new strategy  
           makes this truss 
               the first of its kind  …  in the world. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This new design concept – no gusset platesMakes this truss the first of its kind in the worldWe are proud of that and no doubt Waddell would have been too
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 Impact #1 – Cold bending of FCM flanges 
    

Prohibited in 
AASHTO spec 

 
Under review & 

ballot  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Should point out several (less obvious) impacts of this innovation – one is that Ted advocated the use of cold bending for Fracture Critical Members (FCM)At the time cold bending was not permitted by the AASHTO code / But based on research by TTI and under deliberation and balloting by AASHTO it was approved Note the “butterfly” piece - the most complex piece on the bridge, with four flanges all curved differently 
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 Impact #2 – Move splice higher - 
          easier to install, maintain, inspect;  
                    use standard bolted splice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another impact - the knuckle splices are now connected above the panel point …at a higher level much easier to install, maintain, and inspect.The splice itself is a standard bolted splice 
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    Impact #3 – Simplify chord shape 
                   I-shape not box-shape & 
                                   use standard girder fabrication 

Truss chord member 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another impact is simplification of the chord shape / Rather than the chord being a box shape requiring complex connections and sophisticated weld details The chord is an I-shape fabricated by traditional girder-making techniques  
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 Impact #4 - Bottom     chord is deeper than top -  
    adds redundancy  
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The truss is also designed with the bottom chord deeper than the top chord. (3 vs 2 ft)This helps the truss act like a deeper truss (and is therefore stronger)This design adds a degree of redundancy / a feature not otherwise found in trusses,Definition:Redundancy is the ability to redistribute loads to other members if there is a failure in a diagonal member and the bridge will remain standing without collapsing
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 Impact #5 -  Outer flanges are larger 
                              transfers load away from knuckles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact - Make flanges larger on the outside of the chord (yellow arrow) than inside (red arrow);This strengthens the truss by transferring more of the load through the bottom flange and away from knuckles.
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Impact #6   Eliminate stringers –  
        with deeper bottom chord &  more floor beams 

 
 

Traditional stringers 

Floor beams 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The deeper bottom chord (which is twice normal depth of 18 inches) acts in bending, allowing more floor beams between panel points, and eliminates stringers to simplify the floor system
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Impact #7 -   Use thicker plates - 
         adds robustness - 
                 fewer bolts with standard splice 
     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The design uses thicker plates throughout (min. 1 inch) to add extra capacity, strength, (what Ted calls “robustness”), to strengthen against un-designed loads (e.g. boat impacts, fire, homeland security, corrosion, etc.)The I-shape members requires fewer bolts in the standard bolted connections acting in double shear
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Impact #8   Use rolled shapes for diagonals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design permits the use of rolled shapes for the diagonals rather than fabricated welded sections 
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Structural Innovation #2 -  Move sidewalks inboard 
         Truss is farther from salty roadway runoff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
structural innovation #2 is to move the sidewalks inboard from the cantilevered position, truss is further away from the salty roadway runoff and debris build-upPlus solid deck rather than gridMore open space for bicycle lanes & pedestrians
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Structural Innovation #3   
            Three truss spans  have identical geometry 
     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
structural innovation #3 the three truss spans have identical geometry (except for tower connections)This is easier to fabricate when they are the same / reduce learning curveThe older camel-back truss design has beautiful curved lines that the public loves, but every member and connection was unique in size and length and more difficult and time-consuming to fabricate
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Structural Innovation  #4  - Metallize - 
              most durable industrial coating available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
structural innovation #4 – Metallize – protect with the most durable industrial coating availableThis eliminates field painting bolted connections all bolted plates are coated both sidesThis is the first NH bridge to be metallized 
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Steel  
Fabrication  
Challenges  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Fabrication Challenge  -  

         Meet aggressive schedule 

August 2013 
Bridge opening 

January 2012 
Contract signing 

19 20 months! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big driver on the whole project was the Calendar and the clock to meet a very aggressive schedule on a large bridge that also movesEveryone involved worked 24/7, or so it seemed, designers, fabricators, inspectors, suppliersIt was a remarkable achievement to build a large bridge in 19 months.To sign a contract in Jan 2012 and be complete in a year & halfReference timetable:start demolition                Feb 8, 2012 /nothing on site                 Jan 1, 2013 / build entire bridge & open Aug 8, 2013 
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Fabrication Challenge   Coordinating many fabrication sites 

Steel fabricator 
Canam Structal Bridge, 

Claremont, NH - 
plus 7 suppliers 

Machinery fabricator 
Hardie-Tynes Inc., 

Birmingham, AL - 
plus 5 suppliers Field Assembly 

Archer Western 
Portsmouth, NH - 

plus suppliers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Three principle hubs of fabrication activity;Canam Structal Bridge (NH) – structuralHardie-Tynes (AL)                - movableArcher Western (Ports)          - site GCcoordination for / design /fabrication / inspection / delivery to jobsite / assemblyI was involved with the QA inspection at all of these twenty plus plants;Let's look at a few;
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Curved Plates  
  

 Greiner Industries 
Mt. Joy, PA 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Fabrication Challenge #1 – Curved flange plates 

       
 

Photo: Greiner Industries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest fabrication issue was the curved plates;limited suppliers; Greiner provided excellent workmanship / used Sertom rollersProduction pain-staking / production bottleneck / required adding Chicago MetalsThe plates rolled back and forth as the roller turn - the plates run vertically – for longer plates this was a problem clearing the ceilingReference:Radius: 18 inchesAngle: 52.18 deg (tolerance + 0, - 0.5 deg)Angle:  73.1Flatness: tolerance 1/8 inch in 10 ft
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Longer plates required “Bull-Dog” press roll  
        due to overhead clearance  
        

Presenter
Presentation Notes
so they added the horizontal  press roll (called “Bull-Dog”) - pushes against the plateMost bent pieces saw both machines –bent to shape by the rollers and finished with the Bull-Dog
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Press roll makes incremental bends 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
press roll makes incremental bends (can see in photo) every couple of inches and is slower processAll curved plates were the same size: 1¼ inch by 26 inches
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            Bent plates must fit template precisely 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the bend angle and dimensions had to fit template precisely  for the full width of the plateIt was helpful that all the trusses were the same ReferenceTemplates checked tangential angularity and radius & parallelismTolerances: Length (+0,  - 1/8”)     Radius (+0,  - ½ deg)      (reference TUV Report 2 at Greiner, dated Aug 25, 2012)
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Inspect bent surfaces for cracks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 All bent surfaces were checked for cracks 100 % with magnetic particle testing 
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Check hardness of flame-cut edges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the flame-cut edges were checked for hardness The cold bending increased the hardness / readings before bending were in the 20’s / after bending they were in the 30’s and 40’s / Allowable max. was 30 Rockwell CThe plate edges are ground anyway prior to metallizing to better hold the blast profile
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Butt weld longest double-bent plates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A few of the longest double-bent pieces were butt welded together in the middle 
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Structural Steel  
Fabricator 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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        Canam Structal Bridge  

                                       in Claremont, NH       

      All primary structural steel was fabricated in NH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the principal structural steel was fabricated in New Hampshire at the  Canam Structal Bridge facility in Claremontit is a State-of-the-art fabrication shop Canam spent millions and made significant upgrades to the facilities over the past five years and continues today Secondary members were fabricated in the sister Canam plant in Point of Rocks, MD 
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CNC burning equipment   
             cuts complex shapes and pre-drill holes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CNC burning tables enabled cutting complex shapes and drilling holes: plasma arc & oxy/acetalene torches   
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 efficient use of plate & minimize waste. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for most efficient use of plate cutouts and Many webs and curved flange plates were cut from same thickness (1 ¼”) plate for maximimum efficiency and to minimize waste  
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 Fabrication challenge  - Weld each piece  
                                                       at four stations 

Station 1 – Fit Up & Tack 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A significant fabrication challenge - every truss piece has a curved knuckle and therefore required welding at four separate stations  This is Station 1 – fit up & tack web-to-flange 
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Straight runs welded in vertical “girder-maker”. 

Station 2 – Long Straight Welds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then on to station 2 - The straight web-to-flange welds are produced in the vertical 'girder maker" welded both sides at once – the machines are stationary and the girder moves 
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Ready to fit curved flanges to “knuckles”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the next step is to fit and tack curved flanges to the web using special jigs, come-alongs, and techniques(sorry, no photos) 
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 Welding curved plates is new 

Station 3 – Weld curved plates 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then to Station 3 to weld curved plates to web – here was the tricky part needing a learning curve to control bead placement with subarc for large 5/8 fillet weldsDeveloped a method to track around the bend so it was always pushing into the plate and not wandering off on its own[Heads up for video clip with noise]
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 Demonstration 
Demonstration …  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VIDEO clipThe arc is under the granular fluxNote the slow speed
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Knuckle space is tight for welding equipment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The narrow space at the knuckle was also a challenge but they were able to adapt, improvise, and overcome and make it work 
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Station 4 - straight weld on curved plates  

Station 4- straight runs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
each piece was finished at Station 4 to weld the remaining straight welds of the curved platesusing a special gantry welder 
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Large 5/8” welds require three passes vs. one 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 All this welding – and it had to be done three times! because of the large 5/8 fillet weldsversus the normal single pass for 5/16 welds for conventional girders
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 Fabrication challenge-  Requires careful handling 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the knuckle made each piece top heavy with a tendency to flop over handling techniques required adjustments to safely turn over, position, and set down. 
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Check for straightness & camber, correct as needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the knuckle shape also made it more difficult to adjust camberEarly on some pieces took a lot of heating to get everything straight.(This piece was an example early needing a large number of V-heats)But they adjusted the web cut to better account for the camber and resulted in fewer heat corrections
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 Fabrication challenge-  Full-shop assembly  
                                 – little adjustment available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The full-shop assembly was very important150 ft min length required / Photo shows one half of one span Each panel point was a control point, and couldn’t move relative to the others / there was very little adjustment availableOnly adjustment is in final diagonal cut and fit / and final match drilling bolt holes in splicesThe fabricator said “the fabrication over-all was straightforward and “fabrication-friendly” 
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    Fabrication challenge – Metallize members ,  

              i.e. thermal spray coated (TSC) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The assembly is broken down and each piece metallized
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Qn – How has metallizing performed in testing? 

•          AWS C2.14 (1953-1974) - 19-year study-           TSC is the best 

•         ASTM Report on TSC Performance (1987)    TSC is the best 
•         LaQue Center for Corrosion Technology (1952-1996)  

                                  44-year study at Kure Beach, NC          TSC is the best 

•         FHWA (1996) RD-96-058 Study                     TSC is the best 

•         BSI British Standards Institute BS 5493            TSC is the best                                                                                         
•         FHWA (1987-2007) 20-year performance on NJDOT  

               Mathis Bridge 20-year  study of  47 systems               TSC is the best 

•         KTA Report on Estimated Service Life           TSC ranks the best 

 Higher cost (1/3 more); Twice expected life vs. paint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why use metallizing?In many studies over the years metallizing has performed the bestmost significantly is the NJ Mathis Bridge study of 47 systems over 20 yearsMetallizing has 1/3 higher cost but estimated to last twice as long as the specified 4-coat paint system
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RI Providence River Br (2005) 
Lake Champlain Bridge (2011) 

RI Pawtucket River Br (2012) MA I-95 Whittier Br (2014) 

   Metallized bridges in New England 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several New England metallized bridges, including the RI Providence River Br (TSC & painted) Up to the recently competed Lake Champlain Bridge between VT and NY (fabricated at High Steel)Pawtucket River Br I-95 in Providence RI (at Structal)New MASS DOT I-95 Whittier Bridge is being metallized in 2014 (at Structal) 
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      TSC requires cleanest (SP5),  angular profile,  

                   100% grit, hand blasting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When specifying metallizing it is very important to have an SP5 White Metal blast using all grit   (G 25 & Pro 45)using hand-held blast (rather than automatic) to obtain a angular profile of min. 3 milsMust apply the TSC within 6 hours of blasting 
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Twin-wire electric arc  (100% zinc) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using 100% zinc wire / with no-lead Twin electric arc units (Thermion) fed by 500 pound wire containersthey metallized 24/7 and weekends to reduce an initial bottleneck and to keep the delivery scheduleSince this job Structal has enlarged the metallizing booth from two units to six for greater production[Heads up for video clip with noise] 
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Demonstration …  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Video Clip crossing patternDries immediatelyHand-held applicationPPEAir-fed helmetNoise Fumes / particles
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wire melts at arc, 

  molten particles propelled 

      by compressed air… 

         slam onto steel … 

              solidify 

     adhesion depends on mechanical bond with profile 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The zinc wire melts at the gun tip and sprayed onto the surfaceThe adhesion depends on the mechanical bond with the profile May be applied as one coat to any thicknessTested and passed Slip Coefficient Tes – 11 mils max on faying surfaced with no sealer  
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 Examine metallizing for porosity  (100x) sample 
resin 

surface 
roughness 

TSC 

profile 

steel Porosity 
exam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test sample under a microscope of the coating / steel / specimen resinsee profile with steel grit and surface roughness of zincIf we look closely at the yellow square …
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 TSC porosity check (at 630x magnification) 

 Require porosity < 10% Achieved 4.6% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We required a photomicrograph examination for porosity (black voids in the coating)porosity measured by examining several photomicrographs  Achieved 4.6% porosity – less than 10% - very good
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                  Pre-production coupons  
Qn – Testing for quality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before every shift test coupons are blasted & sprayed, including five strip coupons - bent and examined for cracking / great test for coating adhesion
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Quality Control – adhesion test   

                   require 500 psi min. pulloff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The companion plates tested for adhesion with pulloff dollies for min 500 psiDolly is glued on / set up tester / set to zero / apply pull / read adhesion / usually readings were 700 to over 1000 psi
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Quality Control – chisel adhesion test 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And also a chisel cut test for delamination with sharp blade and hammer strike
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apply clear seal coat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The clear sealer and cure / very important  / does two things – fill the porosity in the metallizing to keep out moisture / also increases the adhesion of the metallizing to the steel substrate. Not applied to bolted surfacesTo metallize and seal coat required 24 hours per piece / but this was  less time than applying and curing the 4-coat paint system specified
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Pleasing “Portsmouth Pewter” finish 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The clear sealer slightly darkens the color as seen at the masked bolt patterns, The end product has a pleasing finish … to a matte color that I call “Portsmouth pewter”
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Thickness of metallizing 
10 mils ± 2  

14 mils ± 2  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
all structural members are metallized at target average 10 mils +/- 2 milsThe lower portions have thickness of 14 mils +/- 2 milsAll bolted connection surfaces have 11 mil max thicknessAll other appurtenances (stairs, platforms, etc.) are Hot Dipped Galvanized (HDG)Bearings and machinery are painted
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Machinery Fabricator 
 

 Hardie-Tynes Company of Birmingham, AL           

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supplier of machinery and mechanical components for moveable bridges
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Terms for Counterweight Sheave 

spokes (12) 

hub 
Trunnion shaft (“axle”) 

Rim (11.25 ft.) 

Cable grooves (16) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at terms for the counterweight sheaveTrunnion (axle) Fits into 10-inch hubTwelve spokesRimParallel cable grooves
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    Counterweight Sheave  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
very large weldments with lot of machining, heat treatment, fit up, welding large fillets all over and full pen welds in the rim (2 ¼”)& hub (10”) and each spoke and stiffenerNotice continuous preheat flames inside the hub areaDifficult conditions for worker in tight space (max 17”) with metal all preheated and working in Alabama! reference:Stress relieve hub weldment before machiningcastings (like span lock receiver) are full annealed 
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Machining Trunnion Shaft 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Trunnion machined to exact tolerances25 inch diameter in centerTolerance is 3 thousandths (3 mils)
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The trunnion fit requires shrinking 

in liquid nitrogen at -325˚ F. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Trunnion fit is so tight it needs to be shrunk first –Cooled in liquid nitrogen at minus 325 degree F
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         Lifting jig - lower trunnion into cooling tank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Secure trunnion with lifting jigIt takes three hours to slowly lower the trunnion into liquid nitrogen tank
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Remove trunnion after 7 hours of cooling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And left in for four more hours / then removedPiece shrinks 50 thousandths (mils)
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Lower trunnion into hub 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lowered into sheave hub … very carefully
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     Trunnion expands to fit tightly 
dowels add safety factor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warms to ambient temperature and expands for tight fitLoads are transferred with this interference fit and six dowels into the trunnion add safety factor
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      Machine cable grooves into rim. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
16 parallel cable grooves are then machined into surfaceAt this point I want to acknowledge the efforts of our QA inspectors, epitomized by Bill Burridge QA inspector checking grooves 80 years old still working and loves it- said he has been in the business his entire but this would be his last job- he has to retire, not because he’s 80 but because he has to take care of his ailing wife. 
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Sheaves are delivered 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paint finishShipped one sheave per truck from Alabama to NHFour totalEach will hold 625,000 pounds (312 tons)
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Finished operating drum 

Spiral cable 
grooves (16) 

Gear ring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operating drum similar except smaller … Cable grooves will be spiral …  and it has a gear ring - being machined / then teeth machined into itgear ring bolted on, painted, and deliveredGear teeth fit into the pinion shaft[Heads up for video clip with noise]
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demonstration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video Clip of operating drumPinion / drum / uphaul cables
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Wire Rope (Cable) 
Fabricator 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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 Cable supplier – WireCo World Group – St. Louis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WireCo World Group - Three plants in St Louis area furnished….Counterweight (left) and operating uphaul cables (right) shown circledNotice that the 4x4 cable configuration transitions to 2x8 and then 16 across at the top
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strand 

Drawn wire Wire rope (cable) 

Cable Terminology 

core 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individual wires are different diameters to best fill up the spaces … make up: 25 wires make up one strand … six strands plus the core, make up…One wirerope = cableReference:Type:   6 x 25 FW RR XXIP IWRC6  = number of strands25 FW = filler wire in a strand  (common rope in the 6 x 19 classification)RR   =  right regular layXXIP = extra extra improved plow steelIWRC = Independent Wire Rope CoreCore  = made up of separate independent rope with seven small strands of 7 wires
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Wires are woven into a strand in the wheel jig… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5/16 stock wire is drawn down to the desired diameter and coiled onto bobbins Woven into strands in the wheel-jig 
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 … strands are woven into a cable … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strands are combined in the pre-forming head…  
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… in the “closing die” box … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… and into the closing die to produce the finished cable
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Sockets attach to lift span 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cable ends are socketed to connect to the bridgeLocated at roadway level for easy access
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… fit into an (open spelter) socket … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Socketing: separate or broom wires Cleaned with solvents and ultrasonicsFit into an open spelter socketFilled with molten zinc at 1,000 degreesZinc hardens in one minuteAllowed to cool for an hour
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   Stretch, length, stripe, cut,  
               socket, and proof test 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
prestretched to 40% min breaking strengthMeasure –   paint stripe –    cut –    then attach socket at other end and test again Socket pin is 3 ½ D
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Tagged … spooled … shipped. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cables are tagged / spooled / shippedCounterweight cables:   /   1 7/8 inch diam.  /  length 190 to 195 ft  /  breaking 192 tons  / 40%  76 tonsOperating cables are :   /   1 1/2 inch diam.  /  length 188 to 210 ft  /  breaking 125 tons  / 40%  50 tons
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Counterweight cable attachment …  
                precision machining & complex welding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Each CW rope attachment unit involved machined parts and took three weeks of critical welding due to Tight spaces – large fillets - full penetration weldsYou can imagine the loads it carries
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Nuttall Gear of Niagara Falls, NY (since 1887) 

Gear Fabricator 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Machinery room   

Auxiliary drive 

gear box 

Electrical controls 

motor 

brakes 

Link to cross shaft 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nuttal Gear furnished the reducer (gear box) for the machinery room – also contains the motors / brakes / connecting shafts / electronicsThe auxiliary drives also have clutches because there is a third back up system
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Main gear box … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gears are intricately machined Part of the series of gears that reduce the speed of the motors from 900 rpm to the operating drum speed of 3.8 rpm 
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Off-Site  
Pre-Assembly 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time to start putting things together in Portsmouth
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The barge, Cape Cod, with cradles  

Cradle 

rods 

Lifting beam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The truss will be assembled on the barge in the construction cradles, with lifting beam & threaded rodsJacking is at top of the cradles
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  Careful assembly & bracing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All components are sized to be trucked to the site with legal loadsCarefully assembled & braced   It should be noted that the metallizing coating held up very well during handling & bolting operations / impressive performance / further endorsement for metallizingOnly a few minor touchups were required at the end of the job
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   The truss takes shape one piece at a time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To my knowledge the assembly went together very well 
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       Install standard A325 galvanized bolts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used standard mechanical galvanized 7/8 A325 high strength bolts / installed by turn-of-nut
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Raise & lower truss in the cradle assembly. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The truss is raised and lowered in the cradles 
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  The assembly area upstream of bridge site 

Assembly area 
at State pier 

Memorial 
Bridge 

Sarah Long 
 bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Location of assembly area one mile upstream of the bridge at the State pier adjacent to the Sarah Long bridge
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           Lift span in Google satellite photo 

Lift span on barge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nice of Google to show in their satellite photo - the lift span truss on the barge
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Bridge Building on Site 
January 2013 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it’s time to put it all together As of January 1st, 2013 there was no structural steel on the bridge site
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The site awaits … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only … empty space / empty sky / empty water 
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First float-in January 2013… the journey is underway … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 14th  the journey begins - a year’s worth of work by many people is unveiled ... and emerges into the public eye 
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From Engineer’s rendering to real in steel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The south span slowly inches into place at slack low tideThe public has only seen the engineer’s rendering but now its real in steelAn historic moment Jan 15 …(not intended but on Waddell’s birthday) and finally touchdown
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the span is set and secured, the cradles on the upstream side are removed so the barge can slip out and return to repeat the process with the next span
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           The North fixed-span follows in March 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the north span follows on March 6, 2013and the towers are assembled on site one piece at a time
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          …the towers rise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work hurries along / ever mindful of each passing day / and the approaching July deadlineThe towers rise, piece-by-piece, tightened and checked
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Add counterweights & balance chains 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The counterweights are added (hollow steel rooms later to be filled with concrete) / then the balance chains 
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Pre-assemble machinery rooms  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The machinery rooms are pre-assembled at the corner of the dock while the lift span is being put together
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       with operating drums, pinions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both rooms are assembled side-by-side on the corner of the dockOperating drums, pinions…
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         precision alignment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highly-skilled Millrights adjust all components into precise alignment as you can imagine getting the shafts straight and all the teeth to mesh
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Machinery rooms assembled 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Later add walls & doors - protected by the deck overhead The enclosed rooms house the electrical components, too
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          attached to the lift span 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The barge is turned 90 degrees / backed in to the dock / truss lowered / and machinery rooms attached
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        Lift span is ready to go 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lift span is ready to go … 
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June 15, 2013  ready for 5-day navigation closure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The channel will be closed for five days to navigational traffic in order to install the lift spanThe day before the lift span float-in I photographed the huge US Navy vessel  “Zeus” sailing through the empty goal posts of the bridge 
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  Monday, June 17, 2013 1:00 am  
      lift-span float-in begins… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minutes after the midnight channel closure begins on Sunday night, the float-in arrives 
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   … winched into position with incoming tide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Span is brought through /  turned 90 degrees /attach winch cables and Pulled slowly into place with the incoming tide and tugs restrainingOnly 5 inches of clearance either side 
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  The first sun rise on the bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through the night the span is secured and rests on temporary bearings as the first rays of the sun illuminate the assembled bridge The Contractor now has 4½ days to attach the CW cables / electrical connections / machinery / make it all work / and test it to become operational – That’s pressure!
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    Final hours of channel closure  
       Lift test underway 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After five days, during the last hours of the channel closure – everything is hooked up and ready for the lift test –Inching up from this late afternoon photo – to max height just before midnight deadline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Span is left in raised position during much of the work in the weeks to follow to permit uninterrupted river trafficThis is my most thrilling photo / taken from the crane basket / 242 feet up!Can see the Sarah Mildred Long bridge in the distance
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The grand opening August 8, 2013 at 10:00 am 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At last the eagerly anticipated grand opening came on Aug 8 / three weeks after adjusted target date July 19thAll the people are excited to be the first ones to cross over the bridgeTruly remarkable! - after only 8 months of building
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    Open to traffic Aug 8, 2013 at 2:00 pm.  (photo 2:04 pm) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Later that afternoon opened to traffic! at 2 pmwork still to do …. but it works!A tremendous accomplishment!  A great story, but it’s not just about a steel bridge / it’s also about the people contributing to it and connected by it
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Two-time ribbon cutter … Eileen Foley 

1923 
  

2013 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s about people like, Eileen Foley, five-time mayor of Portsmouth, whose life is bracketed by her unique connection to the bridge……Cutting the ribbon at age 5 and again 90 years later – and sharing headlines with the bridge itself
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Bridge designer … Ted Zoli (HNTB) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 people like the innovative  bridge designer – Ted Zoli
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Iron & construction workers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People like the construction workers who worked through all seasons / all weather conditions / all hours … to get the job done
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NHDOT Engineers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People like NHDOT engineers, Denis Switzer who were there every step of the way, and Bob Juliano Bridge Design
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 Cyclists 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And cyclists welcome the missing link in their East Coast Greenway trail from Maine to Florida 
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Artists inspired 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 People inspired like this painter and graphic artist with store window displayLike Steve Smith, videographer, who as a private citizen devoted countless hours filming all phases of the construction He suffered a mild stroke in the final months of the project but has kept on ... endeavoring to fulfill his dream of making a historical documentary of the new Memorial Bridge
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Emergency responders and  
      World War II submarine veteran … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People like those who serve as police, firefighters, and emergency responders / and can now do their job better with a reliable bridge in placeAnd people like this WWII veteran of the submarine service who was proud and honored to attend! Representing to us those who served 
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Remembering all armed services … 
               at the Memorial Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the people of Portsmouth who pay tribute to all the armed services in a new Memorial ParkPrepared in time for this Dec 7th photo
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Bronze memorials restored 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
those who preserved the original bronze memorial plaques and restored them to former grandeurReferenceThe bronze was cleaned of copper corrosion products by a Boston firm and restored to their original dark brown bronze color, and clear coated.Lettering was applied with gold leaf.
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Aesthetic lighting – to make the bridge  
            a proud icon  –  a symbol of the seacoast 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The public who privately funded aesthetic lighting to add visibility and distinction to make this bridge a proud icon and symbol of the seacoastReferenceNew Year’s eve(Dark-sky compliant to reduce light pollution)(LED lights can produce thousands of lighting combinations )
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Connecting the people of Portsmouth and NH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bridge connects Portsmouth and New Hampshire with …
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   with those of Kittery and Maine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… the Navy Yard  /  Kittery and Maine beyond
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Connecting the past  … to the present 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bridge that pays respect and tribute to the ingenuity & sacrifice of past generations who still inspire todayAnd connects …To the thoughtful innovation of the present 
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        We are proud to say, 
                      “we were there” to see  it built 
         

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 a bridge we are proud to say “we were there!” to see it built; a marvel of our timeto be admired for generations to come
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T h e   E n d 
 

of the 
  

B e g i n n i n g 
 
 

jzoller@dot.state.nh.us   

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That completes my presentation of the Memorial BridgeThank you_______________________If I may, mention the next major project, the adjacent Sarah Mildred Long Bridge to be replaced under the management of State of Maine
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The Sarah Mildred Long Bridge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
$160 million dollar project under design and considerationReferenceProject: Portsmouth 15731
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maine DOT lead agencyFigg designer with Hardesty & Hanover designing the moveable bridge partCianbro contractors A CM/GC project that isn’t finallized 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proposal: a tower-drive bridgeRoadway high with 60 clearance to allow most boat traffic to pass without a liftLower level is rail road / used only half dozen times a yearLift span lowers to RR level when needed / roadway closesFree-standing towers are European with counterweights inside (a world’s first)Similar in concept to bridge in Garrone River bridge in France  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All segmental concrete approach spans 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lift span is steelTrapezoidal box shape with side sloping roofOrthotropic floor systemRailroad track in center of roadMetallized
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